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Sprout Social
Trial a Plan

Role: Product Design



OUR APPROACH

Existing subscribers may be unaware of features that are not on their  
current plan. We want to allow existing Premium subscribers to test  
the Corporate plan for a limited period of time in the pursuit that  
they upgrade their plan.



Sprout Social - Experience Flow



Sprout Social - Start Trial



Sprout Social - During Trial



Sprout Social - End of Trial



MillerCoors
Pints and Plates

Role: Research and UX design



THE CHALLENGE

Revitalize the existing Pints and Plates program and transition the current 
PintsandPlates.com from a repository of beer and food recipes to a cultural 
beacon for the beer and food pairing experiences in the foodtainment space 
– for both consumers and retailers.



OUR VISION

Leverage the catalogue of MillerCoors and knowledge from  
renowned brewmasters and chefs. PintsandPlates.com is the  
immersive, mobile-first destination of visually-rich, short-form  
content that allows people to get inspired, create, and connect  
with each other over beer and food experiences.
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Original Site

Home Page Ingredient Page Beer 101
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Privacy Policy   |   Terms & Conditions

About Browse by Beer Browse by Main 
Ingredient

Browse by 
Course

Beer 101
About Content:

• About Pints & Plates

• How to Use Pints and Plates

• Search the Site

• Beer 101

Browse by Beer Content:

• List view of beer types (20) 

Browse by Main Ingredient 

Content:

• List view by main ingredient (8)

Browse by Course Content:

• List view by course (8)

Beer 101Content:

• Learn, discover & experience the 

basics of beer

• Beer styles

• Brewing 101

• Pairing basics

• Tasting basics

• Glassware and pouring

Home Page

Home Page Content:

• Image (Recipe carousel)

• About Pints & Plates

• Beer 101

• Find a beer

• Browse recipes by beer

• Browse recipes by main ingredient

• Browse recipes by course   

Age Verification

Enter

Beer Category Content:

• List of recipes based on beer 

selected on previous page

• Filter by ingredient

Beer Category 
by type

Recipe with 
beer pairing

Recipe Content:

• Recipe (ingredients and directions)

• Beer pairing

• Link to Beer 101

• Link to locate beer

• Share by: Facebook, Twitter, 

Pinterest, Email, Print, save as PDF 

and bookmark

Ingredient by type Content:

• List of recipes based on ingredient 

selected on previous page

• Filter by ingredient

Ingredient by type

Recipe with 
beer pairing

Recipe Content:

• Recipe (ingredients and directions)

• Beer pairing

• Link to Beer 101

• Link to locate beer

• Share by: Facebook, Twitter, 

Pinterest, Email, Print, save as PDF 

and bookmark

Course by type Content:

• List of recipes based on course 

selected on previous page

• Filter by ingredient

Course by type

Recipe with 
beer pairing

Recipe Content:

• Recipe (ingredients and directions)

• Beer pairing

• Link to Beer 101

• Link to locate beer

• Share by: Facebook, Twitter, 

Pinterest, Email, Print, save as PDF 

and bookmark

Beer Styles

Brewing 101

Pairing Basics

Tasting Basics

Glassware 

& Pouring

Beer Styles Content:

• Brewing

• Link to Brewing 101

• Ale & lager styles

• Link to tasting basics

• Your guide to beer style (Clamshell 

with 28 beer descriptions)

Brewing 101 Content:

• Ingredients: Hops, yeast, malted 

barely, water

• Brewing process (Steps 1-5)

Pairing Basics Content:

• Food pairing basics

• The three C's

• Beer and protein: The perfect match

Tasting Basics Content:

• Tasting like a pro

• Appearance

• Aroma

• Taste

• Mouthfeel

• Finish

Glassware & Pouring Content:

• Glassware and pouring

• Mastering the proper pour

• Finding the right glass (10 glasses 

listed)

Store locator
Store Locator Content:

• Search for beer by zip code and 

beer name

Search

Beer 101

About

Beer 101

Locate beer

Beer 101

Locate beer

Beer 101

Locate beer

Search

Global footer:

Global navigation:

MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Original P&P Site Map
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Content Brainstorm

To kick off the project internally we had a brainstorming session to 
generate topics and categories for the new site.
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Card Sorting

Card Sorter A Card Sorter B Card Sorter C

I gathered the most favorable topics and categories from our brainstorming 
session and held card sorting session with seven users that fit our personas. 
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Content Architecture

The content architecture was developed by our Lead Content Strategist based off the 
current site, the brand vision, brainstorming session and stakeholder feedback.
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Design Research

I created a large scale mood board wall in order to organize my creative 
research. Each page represenents a potiential category on the site. This wall 
also served as a place to collaborate with the design team so all of our ideas 
had a place to live and be shared.
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Competitive Analysis

Site Map and Features & Functionality / Leo Burnett / March 17, 2016 12

Large Impactful images

• Vision is our dominant sense. Our brains process 
visual information 60,000 times faster than text.

• Images have become one of our favorite modes 
of organizing and comprehending the profound 
amount of information we encounter daily.

• If you hear a piece of information, then a few  
days later you will only remember 10%. But if  
you add a picture to that information, recall goes 
up to 65%.

• Statistics show that the average attention span in 
2015 is 8 seconds. A clear visual can quickly drive 
users to understand the purpose of the site. 

I am a food blogNew York Times Cooking

OOLA!Food & Wine

Not without saltEpicurious

• MillerCoors Blog

• MillerCoors 

• Pints & Plates

• Cider Kitchen

• Peroni Italy

• Food & Wine

• Epicurious

• Bon Appetit

• New York Times Cooking

• Jamie Oliver

• Beer Advocate

• Pure Wow

• Martha Stewart

• Taste Spotting

• Imbibe

• OOLA!

• I am a food blog

• Redd’s

• Not Without Salt

• All Recipes

• Samuel Adams

• Craft Beer and Brewing

• Draft Magazine

• Fremont Brewing

• Three Floyds

• Rainier

• Good Beer Hunting

• Munchery

• White Frontier Brewery

• Left Hand Brewery 

• Saveur

• Cooking and Beer

• Craft Beer & Brewing

• Tastemade

• Tasty

• Culinary Box

Site Map and Features & Functionality / Leo Burnett / March 17, 2016 13

Card-Style Interface

• As a design framework for organizing large 
amounts of content – image, headline, main  
text, call-to-action (such as a share button or link) 
– on an equal plane, cards have become the go-to 
structure for the container style of design. 

• Card-style design lies at the intersection of design 
for desktops and mobile devices; it bridges the  
gap between interaction and usability.

• Cards are everywhere on the web because they 
present information in bite-sized chunks perfect 
for scanning and 79% of web users scan rather 
than read.

Imbibe Food & Wine

Taste SpottingJamie Oliver

Site Map and Features & Functionality / Leo Burnett / March 17, 2016 14

List Content (Listicles)

• “List” content works, in large part due to the  
attention-grabbing power of the headline.

• 79% of web users scan rather than read.

• Headlines that lists the content in numbers  
makes a very specific promise of what’s in store  
for the reader.

• Numbered posts and articles are perfect for  
building authority and demonstrating a mastery 
of the brands area of expertise.

• People seek out information quickly, and cards 
serve it up in perfect bite-sized teasers on desktop, 
tablet and mobile.

Bon Appetit New York Times Cooking

Pure WowMartha Stewart

Site Map and Features & Functionality / Leo Burnett / March 17, 2016 15

Galleries and slideshows

• Carousel format shows the depth of content  
and is easy to page through.

• Delivered information that is easy to read and  
act on.

• Galleries and slideshows are an effective way to 
showcase multiple images without overburdening 
the users. 

• Slider galleries are excellent for organizing content 
into a nice clean module.

• Users can quickly skim through the available 
stories without vertical scrolling or unnecessary 
mouse movements.

New York Times Cooking Jamie Oliver

Food & WineBon Appétit
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Site Map

Beer & food 

pairing

Recipes

Cooking 

with beer

Mixology

Homepage

Global footer:

Global navigation:

Beer styles

Tasting &

pouring

Entertaining

Seasonal

Event sites*

Main points for the homepage:

• Community table
• Most recent posts
• Featured articles
• New recipes
• Social widget

Beer Pairings & recipes Entertaining Events*

Utility navigation              Search*

          About          Terms & conditions          Privacy policy          Site map          Contact us          Beer locator

Brewing

Site map overview:

This is the proposed detail site map for  
pintsandplates.com. It shows how the key 
areas of the site fit together and how site 
navigations works.

Site map organization:

Beer - This section allows users to 
expand their knowledge of beer. Pints & 
Plates will explain the complexities of beer 
in easy to digest articles and graphics.
Section topics: Introduction to beer, history of 
beer, beer and brewing terminology, beer types 
(ales, lagers, porters, etc.), how to pour a beer, 
taste a beer, review a beer, glassware for beer, 
ingredients and the brewing process.

Pairings & recipes - This section 
showcases Pints & Plates pairings 
through approach, cooking and mixology.
Section topics: Flavor profiles, create a perfect 
pairing, simple pairings, list of recipes (sort by 
main ingredient, cuisine, course, occasion, beer 
type), recipes (ingredients, directions and 
reviews) and beer mixed drink recipes.

Entertainment - This section connects 
P&P users to places and things they care 
about such as culture, community and 
entertaining.
Section topics: Hosting tips, DIY, hacks, 
tablescapes, decor, etiquette, gifts, seasonal 
recipes and ingredients, themed events 
(Superbowl, BBQ's, Oscars, and tailgating) 
holidays (Thanksgiving, Fourth of July, 
Christmas, etc.), culturally inspired ingredients 
and destination inspired pairings.

Events - Events encompassed all global 
and local events related to foodtainment.
Section topics: Beer and food festivals music 
festivals, meetups and pop-ups.

*Sections will be added after phase 1

Sign up*

Sign up form*

• Create a profile with email 
or a social account

Login*

Profile page*

• My settings/account
• My recipes
• My menus

Beer Quiz*

Cultural*

search

Age Verification

Yes

Are you 21?

No

*

*
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Sketching

Sketching was an imparative part of the design process. I had a lot of 
ideas and need to quickly get them down, decide what was working 
and then move on to wireframing.
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Home and Category Pages

Home page Home page - Community table functionality Category page
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Beer Related Pages

Beer Styles: Users can filter beer by flavor notes Beer styles detail page Article page with video
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Recipe and Pairings Pages

Collection of recipes page with filters Recipe page with beer pairing Influencer recipe page with images, video and beer pairing
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MillerCoors Pints and Plates - Home Page Comps

Comps designed by MillerCoors Art Director

Click to view the Pints and Plates prototype



SITE METRICS

Pintsandplates.com launched on November 1, 2016. 

33,522% 
In December 2016  
the site had a

increase in visits from  
the previous year

Visits in December 2015

251
Visits in December 2016

84,392

Page views in December 2016

228,475
Unique visits in December 2016

81,360



POST LAUNCH USER FEED BACK

Our users confirmed what we are already knew, there was a real 
need for search functionality on the site. Search was cut from the 
lauch due to the 2016 budget. We are currently designing the  
search funtionality to be added in the next several months.
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Chicago Ideas Week
Music vs Gun Violence

Role: UX design



THE CHALLENGE

From rock n’ roll, to heavy metal, to hip-hop - music has been blamed for  
inciting gun violence throughout the decades. If music can cause gun  
violence, it can also prevent it.

Use Chicago Ideas Week as a platform to bring awareness to the Gun  
Violence epidemic.



OUR APPROACH

Besides housing our music video, Put The Guns Down, the site will allow for  
visitors to use a YouTube embedded widget to record/upload a video of their  
original verse that speaks to the issue of gun violence. All submissions will be  
subject to moderation, terms & conditions, with all content to be hosted on  
YouTube’s server. Then pending moderation approval, their content will be 
streamed into the site.



THE GOAL

The goal of MusicVsGunViolence.com is to place the microphone into the  
hands of the people both figuratively and literally, all in an effort to help curb 
one of Chicago’s most devasting issues; gun violence.
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CIW Music vs Gun Violence - Site and Experience Flow

Guidelines

are met?

MUSICVSGUNVIOLENCE.COM - SITE & EXPERIENCE FLOW

Landing Page - Main Video (Streamed via YouTube)

Next
YouTube

video

User Generated Videos (Streamed via YouTube)

Approved YouTube videos are 
added to the site's que and will 
be streamed after the original 
music video.

Website Features:

1) A user will be able 
to stream the original 
music video & see UG 
videos via an 
embedded YouTube 
player.

2) A user will be able 
to create their original 
verse via their 
webcam and an 
embedded YouTube 
widget, or download an 
instrumental of the 
track, and upload the 
track via Youtube.

3) A user can learn 
more about CIW's Anti 
Gun Violence initiative 
& be redirected to CIW 
website.

PUT THE GUNS DOWN

USERNAMEPUT THE GUNS DOWN

VIDEOS

All Videos (YouTube)

UPLOADING 
FROM A 

COMPUTER

About

HOW ELSE CAN I HELP »

CHICAGO HAS A GUN PROBLEM
MusicVSgunviolence.com is more than just a music video. It’s a social 
movement that uses the power of music to fight gun violence, and arm those 
affected with a unified voice and one simple message: Put The Guns Down.

UPLOAD A TRACK USE WEBCAM

Sign into YouTube & 
accept terms

All videos streamed on the 
musicvsgunviolence.com will 
be hosted on YouTube servers

Uploading steps

STEP 1:
DOWNLOAD

UPLOAD VERSE

STEP 2:
RECORD

STEP 3:
UPLOAD

How to add a verse

USING
WEBCAM

The user can download the 

instrumental beat to record their 

verse outside of the site.

The user would then return to the 

site to upload their verse via 

YouTube and agree to the terms 

& conditions of the site.

ACCEPT TERMS & 
CONDITIONS

Review and submit 

NAME

EMAIL

SUBMIT VERSE

REVIEW INFO

Thank you

ARTIST TRACKS

THANK YOU

Add another verse>>

EXPLORE VIDEOS

INTERVIEWS

Recording tips

UPLOAD VERSE

ACCEPT TERMS & CONDITIONS

TIPS
• Keep your verse 30 seconds or less

• Keep the lyrics clean
• Don't wear logos or branded clothing

The user would also recieve tips 

that will increase the chances of 

their video being approved by the 

site’s moderation process.

eg. “Keep the lyrics clean”
or “Don’t wear logos”

Sign into YouTube & 
accept terms

All videos streamed on the 

musicvsgunviolence.com will 

be hosted on YouTube servers

Record

The user records their original 

verse against a 23 second 

instrumental via an embeded 

YouTube player widget.

The user reviews pre populated 

name and email information from 

their YouTube account before 

submitting their verse.

Start recording

The user is thanked for their 

submission & is told they will be 

notified if their video has been

approved to be streamed on 

the site.

Moderators review the

YouTube videos to make

sure they are compliant

with the site’s guidelines.

Unapproved YouTube videos are discarded
& will not be streamed on the site.

NO

YES

Add a verse

Nemo enim ipsam 
voluptatem quia 
voluptas sit aspernur 
aut odit aut fugit.

Nemo enim ipsam 
voluptatem quia 
voluptas sit tur aut 
odit aut fugit, sed.
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CIW Music vs Gun Violence - Mobile Wireframes

On the home page the user can 
watch the featured videos or scroll 
down to view new verses that were 
upload by users. Replay video or scroll down to 

view more videos.

Voices of Gun Violence are  
interviews by family members that 
have been effected by gun violence.

Explaination of Chicago Ideas and 
the collaboration with Music Versus 
gun Violence. See how button opens 
a new page to the Chicago Ideas 
website.

The upload and add your verse  
capabilties are not availabe on mobile. 
The user can preview the beat and 
visit the site on desktop to particpate.

Music Versus Gun Violence is  
supported by a variety of groups. This 
page gives credit to our partners.

Mobile navigation with share features.
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CIW Music vs Gun Violence - Main Desktop Wireframes

The barrel of a gun is page loading icon. An ambient video plays in the background on the home page. The user can explore the site through the  
navigation or play the featured artist video which will slide in from the right.

Once into the music video the user can listen to the verse or skip to the next one with the arrow button. The 
your verses and stories pages act the same way.

The share takes over the screen promoting the music or interviews in a bold way.Explaination of Chicago Ideas and the collaboration with Music Versus gun Violence. See how button opens a 
new page to the Chicago Ideas website.

The your verses and stories pages act the same. Featured videos is the default and the user can sort by newest, 
a-z and z-a. Pagination allows the user to move through the video pages. The artist name and play CTA is an 
overlay on a black and white image. On hover the image turns to color and the copy is hidden.
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CIW Music vs Gun Violence - “Produce My Own Video” Wireframes

User selects “produce my own” video.

User must now start the process of signing into their Google account.

User’s submission is confirmed. We guide the user to add another verse, 
explore the other verses and stories.

User receives information on how to download the verse, record and and 
upload to the site.

User browses their computer to upload their recorded verse.

Verse had been uploaded and now the user is able to click upload verse 
button.

User must enter google email and password to sign in.

User must click “accept” button in order to move forward to upload 
video.

User must add their name (real name or their emcee) and their email  
address and click submit.
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CIW Music vs Gun Violence - “Record With Webcam” Wireframes

User selects “record with webcam”. User must now start the process of signing into their Google 
account.

User must enter google email and password to sign in. User must click “accept” button in order to move forward to 
upload video.

We give the user recording tips so their submission is successful. 
They must accept the terms and conditions to move forward.

User must click “allow” and “close” to accept player settings. User must click “OK” to use webcam. User must click “start recording” to begin recording with their 
webcam.

User clicks “start recording” to start count down. User can see how much time they have left to record. “Stop” will 
blink when the user has 5 seconds left to record.

User can replay video by clicking “play” button. User can start 
over by clicking “start over” button. User can continue to submit
their verse by clicking “continue”.

When user clicks “start over”, this page will pop up as a
secondary warning.

This warning page will appear when a user tries to leave the page. User must add their name (real name or their emcee) and email 
address and in order to click “submit”.

User’s submission is confirmed. We guide the user to add another 
verse, explore the other verses and stories.
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Click to view the Put the Guns Down prototype

CIW Music vs Gun Violence - Home Page Comps

Comps designed by LBI Art Director



THE OUTCOME

Within days the track grew from 4 minutes to an hour.  
 
The campaign was recognized by major news outlets and won awards at 
the American Advertising Awards, AICP/NEXT, One Show Advertising, 
and ADC.
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PHASE TWO

Seven months after CIW launched YouTube decided to turn off the 
webcam capabilities because it is rarely used and is built on technology 
that is no longer supported. We were warned of this possible change  
in development but due to legal reasons we had to implement YouTube  
at the time. Once this change came into effect  we quickly replaced  
YouTube with CameraTag. The recording functionality remained  
the same. 
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Centrum
and the Physical Web

Role: Research, UX design, storyboard design,  
voiceover copywriting, video art direction and music selection 



THE CHALLENGE

Create a retail experience that enables a quick and seamless  
interaction through the utilzation of the Physical Web.



OUR GOALS

Help the user find a Centrum vitamin that fits their specific health 
needs through shopping or a questionaire.



Centrum and the Google Physical Web - Customer Experience Flow
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Centrum and the Physical Web - Site Flow
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Centrum and the Physical Web - Mobile Wireframes

I need help 
user flow

I would like to  
shop user flow

The user chooses “I need help”. User selects a gender, enters their 
age, then taps “next” to move 
forward.

User selects their main health goal 
to find a product that best matches.

Once the user lands on this page 
the product locator light will stay 
on for 10 seconds. User can tap the 
product to relight product on shelf.

The user chooses “I’m ready to 
shop”.

The user can either search with  
keywords or select a vitamin  
category.

User selects a vitamin to learn more 
and locate product on shelf.

Once the user lands on this page 
the product locator light will stay 
on for 10 seconds. User can tap the 
product to relight product on shelf.
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Centrum and the Physical Web - Mobile Comps

I need help flow

I would like  
to shop flow

The user chooses “I need help”. User selects a gender, enters their 
age, then taps “next” to move 
forward.

User selects their main health goal 
to find a product that best matches.

Once the user lands on this page the 
product locator light will stay on for 
10 seconds. User can tap the product 
to relight product on shelf.

The user chooses “I’m ready to 
shop”.

The user can either search with  
keywords or select a vitamin  
category.

User selects a vitamin to learn more 
and locate product on shelf.

Once the user lands on this page 
the product locator light will stay 
on for 10 seconds. User can tap the 
product to relight product on shelf.

Comps designed by LBI Art Director
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Centrum and the Physical Web - Video Story Board
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Centrum and the Physical Web - Case Study Video

Click to watch video

Click to view the Centrum prototype
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Sprout Social
Biometric Unlock Feature

Role: Product Design



THE CHALLENGE

Currently the Sprout Social app never automatically logs a user out of  
the app. If users want to logout, they must go into settings and manually  
do it. We want to give our customers an added layer of protection to  
their accounts by adding the biometric unlock feature.
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Sprout Social - Biometric Unlock Video

Click to watch video

Click to view the Sprout Social video



Thank you.


